Collapsing Volatility

We are on holidays so our observations this week are short. We note that volatility is collapsing in a number of markets - stocks, FX and gold. Low volatility often precedes a strong move one way or the other. No it won't be tomorrow or next month even but our thoughts are the second half of the year could get interesting. Indeed, the US President’s comments questioning the policies of the Federal Reserve Chair raise the spectre of more severe attacks against Chairman Powell that could ignite gold.

Have a great week.

DC
Not much happened this past week. The S&P 500 gained 0.5% while the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) was essentially flat. Gold was also flat but silver lost 0.9%. Here in Canada the TSX Composite gained 0.5% while the TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX) lost 0.7%. The US$ Index fell 0.4% while the Canadian dollar gained 0.4%. Gold stock indices fell portending a further drop in gold as the Gold Bugs Index (HUI) lost 1.7% while the TSX Gold Index (TGD) dropped 1.9%. WTI oil was up 1.3% continuing its recent rally.

The S&P 500 continued its recent climb and we believe it is only a matter of when that it makes new all-time highs. The TSX Composite continues its upward march as well to new all-time highs. None of this is surprising as the markets not only demonstrate resiliency, but they are also demonstrating considerable complacency.

Bond yields backed up this past week keeping in line with our thoughts that the bond market has probably bottomed (yield) for the time being. Could a bond accident be upon us? We were stunned to learn this week that there is still some $10 trillion of sub-zero bonds out there mostly in the Euro zone and Japan. We continue to expect the US$ to rise further despite the setback this past week and if that happens it is going to put more pressure on the huge amount of US$ denominated debt out there in foreign countries. All this continues to point to a bond disaster at some point as yields rise, the US$ rises and huge amounts of sub-zero debt exists. In a bond panic liquidity dries up and prices basically just fall.

But back to complacency. The VIX volatility indicator broke down this past week. That surprised us as we thought it would hold the line. That suggests to us that the stock market is once again moving into a new level of complacency. The expectation is now that the rally will continue and there is little to stop it. The market tends to ignore the goings on in Washington. And the economy while not steaming ahead is at least continuing to bumble along. They call it the Goldilocks economy – not too hot, not too cold. Anyway, the VIX has fallen to its lowest level since August of 2018 but still well above the low levels of 2017. But now that the uptrend is broken expect the VIX to fall further. That also is in-line with the advancing NYSE advance-decline line that is still rising in record territory. We’ll keep an eye on this.

But a falling VIX in the stock market is not the only one. Elliott Wave International [www.elliottwave.com](http://www.elliottwave.com) noted the falling FX volatility. We have noted that the US$ Index has largely range traded for the past two years and that does translate into falling volatility. Low volatility precedes a sharp move one way or the other. Our expectation is that the US$ Index is preparing to break out to the upside towards 100.
But low volatility goes beyond just stocks and the US$. Gold’s volatility has also collapsed. We have never seen it so low. None of this is to suggest that gold has finished its move nor that the stock market is not going to continue its upward trend or the US$ is about to burst up any time soon but what it does portend is that a sharp move is coming even if that move is weeks or even months away. Low volatility is a sign of complacency in markets and when markets are complacent, they can soon expect a “kick in the groin”. (Gold volatility chart on next page).
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**GLOSSARY**

**Trends**

**Daily** – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
**Weekly** – Intermediate-term trend (For long-term trend followers)
**Monthly** – Long-term secular trend (For long-term trend followers)
**Up** – The trend is up.
**Down** – The trend is down
**Neutral** – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend change might be in the offing.
**Weak** – The trend is still up or down but it is weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might change.
**Topping** – Indicators are suggesting that while the trend remains up there are considerable signs that suggest that the market is topping.
**Bottoming** – Indicators are suggesting that while the trend is down there are considerable signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.